
For the Love 
of Math
Session 3:  Math and 
Culture





Course Schedule
1. Introduction

Is there a math brain?
Neuroscience: Math and the Brain

2. How do we learn math?
Cognitive Psychology/Education: Learning Math

3. Is math universal?
Anthropology: Math and Culture

4. Is math a foreign language?
Linguistics and Philosophy: The Language of Math

5. How do you feel about math?
Psychology: Math and Emotion

6.   Math for Life



Goals for today

😊 Discuss your study results 

😊 Learn about counting across the globe

😊 Gain an understanding about the many factors involved in  
comparing math across cultures

😊 Learn more fun facts to wow your friends



Math and Culture



Takeaway 
message from 
Math and the 
Brain

A reliable network of brain regions appears to be 
critical for mathematical thought

These regions are similar for mathematicians and 
for you and me

Connections amongst this network can be 
perturbed

Brain plasticity may allow for some remediation of 
perturbed networks

UPDATE: We have the EEG files



Our EEG Study
Messy channel

noise

Eyes closed, initial cleaning of the data, most channels





Alpha power





Breaking News
Brain 

Perturbation 
Study

• 14 yr. old girl,  born without a left hemisphere
• Difficulty with language at first
• By 14, performed similarly to typically 

developing (TD) children in most areas
• In some cases, outperformed TD children
• Stronger white matter connectivity than TD 
• More frontal activity than TD, same areas 

activated…just all in right hemisphere
• Difficulty with motor activity

Asaridou, S. S., Ece Demir-Lira, Ö., Goldin-Meadow, S., Levine, S. C., & Small, S. L. (2020). Language development and brain reorganization in a child born without the left 
hemisphere. Cortex. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.02.006





Sample PPVT
Target word: 
rough







Sample Applied 
Problem Solving

• Alex weighs 28kg. 
• Alex and his cat 
together weigh 31 kg.
• How much does his 
cat weigh?



Review from last week
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Math skills build somewhat hierarchically

Knowledge of number relations are the math-specific foundation for formal  math 
learning.

Domain-general skills also support math learning (i.e., language and     
memory/attention)

Effective instructional design can reduce cognitive load and reinforce neural 
pathways to helps learning



Our Number Comparison Study: 
Tap the larger number 
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Numerical Distance Effect

vTrend to faster responses 
for larger distances (i.e., 3 
vs 8 compared to 3 vs 4)   

vMean differences were 
not statistically significant

Numerical distance 



Back to 
basics

19https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZ9WiuJPnNA



Embodied Cognition

• The mind is not only connected to the 
body

• The body influences the mind

“An organism’s sensorimotor capacities, 
body and environment not only play an 
important role in cognition, but the 
manner in which these elements 
interact enables particular cognitive 
capacities to develop and determines 
the precise nature of those capacities.”
Cowart, Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy  (https://www.iep.utm.edu/embodcog/)



Finger Counting

• 125 out of 196 languages have a base 10 numeration system (Comrie, 
2011, chap. 131)
• Finger counting is not used by everyone
• No evidence in the Piraha tribe in the Amazon (Everett, 2005)
• Nor aboriginals in the Northern Territory of Australia (Butterworth et al., 

2011)



Finger Counting 

1. Count to 5 with your fingers.
2. Compare how you do it with 
your neighbor

v Starting hand
v Open or closed
v Palm direction
v Starting finger



Bender & Beller, 2012



Beyond five

• Once you get beyond 5, things get more interesting 

(Morrissey et al., 2016)



Base 20 body counting systems



In Papua New Guinea the Oksapmin community use a 
counting system that involves 27 body parts. The begin with the 
left hand and work their way to the right. 

Oksapmin Peoples, Papua  New Guinea



Counting to 
27





Counting 
beyond 27



Foe, Counting 
to 37



Piraha of the Amazon Anumeric Language

Imprecise words for quanSty:
Hòi - "small size or amount " 
hoì, - "somewhat larger amount,”  
Baàgiso- to "cause to come together, or 
many."

Unsuccessful one-to-one 
correspondence for quanSSes >3

Suggests that the Pirahã counSng 
system limits their ability to enumerate 
exact quanSSes. 

(Everett & Madora, 2012)



Tsimané People, Bolivia

• Approximately 8000
• Farming, foragers
• Live in villages with schools 

to grade 5
• Tropical rain forest
• Limited cultural significance 

for numbers
• Large number (yiri cien) 
• Speak in generalities few 

(dam) or many (dai

(Underrgaga et al., 2013)



Tsimané People, Bolivia
The problem:

One day, two children had been sent to pick bananas. The first 
child worked very hard and brought back many bananas. The 
second child did not work very hard and only brought back a few 
bananas.

The experimenter put 18 banana cutouts next to the hard-
working child and 4 banana cutouts next to the lazy child. 

The children were given cookie cutouts and asked to distribute 
them as rewards “fairly” between these kids.

Non counters – 57% split the cookies evenly

Counters – 74% gave more to the hard working 
child

Delayed number knowledge (Piantadosi, 2014)



Math in the North
• In Quebec, children learn in InukPtut unPl grade 4 
• Number performance weak during transiPon
• SpaPal skills are tradiPonally strong
• Oral tradiPon 



Numbers and spatial relations can be contextualized

(Poirier, 2007)



Inuit Number-naming (different dialects)

• base 20 system
• body system, 10 fingers, 10 toes
• Some number names expresses 

links with the body e.g. 5
• For 6, a change of hand
• Long number names provide 

some challenges
• Sonia Prevost-Derbecker

(Indspire) some Northern 
schools using English number 
words
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Counting to 
20 in 

Inuktitut



Cultural differences in number naming

• Word Length

v 4, 8, 5, 3, 9, 7, 6

v Chinese number words
• 4 is “si”
• 7 is “qi”

v CorrelaJons between Jme 
required to pronounce numbers in 
a given language and the digit span 
of the speaker.
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Number naming



Number transparency

In studies comparing children’s performance based 
on their home language, number transparency was 
positively related to:
• Transcoding accuracy– mapping the word to 

the digit (Nuerk et al., 2015)
• Multi-digit arithmetic (Nuerk et al., 2015)
• Efficiently representing numbers with blocks

• US, France, Sweden vs. Japan, Korea 
(Mark & Dowker, 2015; Miura et al., 
1988)



Early counting



Math in context – Street 
vendors in Brazil

• 23 ten-to-twelve yr. old street vendors, little 
or no schooling

• Weak digit knowledge (number comparison)
• Could compare currency however (developed 

nonstandard ways to represent large values)
• Small number comparisons more difficult 

than large number comparsions (think of our 
study!)

• Compared to non-vendors, adequate 
strategies to solve arithmetic and ratio 
problems with large numerical values

(Saxe, 1988)



EducaKon in China
• Elementary school, 8AM to 3PM 

(1.5hr for lunch)
• Ramps up for older children
• After school, extra math classes
• Homework
• High parent expectations and 

attitudes towards math
• Few accommodations for 

struggling students
National Research Council. (2010). The Teacher Development Continuum in the United States and China. In The Teacher 

Development Continuum in the United States and China. https://doi.org/10.17226/12874

Wei ,(2014).  https://theconversation.com/copying-the-long-chinese-school-day-could-have-unintended-consequences-
233982014

https://doi.org/10.17226/12874


Education in China

• Teaching hierarchy from 
apprentice to master
• Highly respected

Confucius’ Teaching on 
Education 
To silently appreciate a truth.
To learn continually.
To teach other people 
unceasingly.

(National Research Council, 2010)



OECD Data – Teaching hours



Education in 
Finland

EXCELLENT TEACHER 
EDUCATION, MUST DO 

RESEARCH

EVIDENCE-BASED 
PRACTICE

EQUITABLE MINIMAL HOMEWORK

NO STANDARDIZED 
TESTS

RESPONSIBILITY 
VERSUS 

ACCOUNTABILITY

COOPERATION VERSUS 
COMPETITION

SCHOOL MEALS



Equity and 
excellence

Pasi Sahlberg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VX0m-BcMpY



PISA 
Executive 
Summary



factsmaps.com/pisa-2018-worldwide-ranking-average-score-of-mathematic



Does Canada 
Measure 
Up?



Canadian Performance Trends



Takeaway 
Message

Culture influences math learning 

Social context - counting systems, number 
words, math use

Home environment – parent attitudes, 
expectations 

School – equity and teaching excellence



IndSpire

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwLjOA11eLU



Finland’s Teachers

hgps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERvh0hZ6uP8


